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Sleep is widely believed to play a critical role in memory consolidation. Sleep-dependent consolidation has been studied extensively in
humans using an explicit motor-sequence learning paradigm. In this task, performance has been reported to remain stable across
wakefulness and improve significantly after sleep, making motor-sequence learning the definitive example of sleep-dependent enhance-
ment. Recent work, however, has shown that enhancement disappears when the task is modified to reduce task-related inhibition that
develops over a training session, thus questioning whether sleep actively consolidates motor learning. Here we use the same motor-
sequence task to demonstrate sleep-dependent consolidation for motor-sequence learning and explain the discrepancies in results across
studies. We show that when training begins in the morning, motor-sequence performance deteriorates across wakefulness and recovers after
sleep, whereas performance remains stable across both sleep and subsequent waking with evening training. This pattern of results challenges an
influential model of memory consolidation defined by a time-dependent stabilization phase and a sleep-dependent enhancement phase. More-
over, the present results support a new account of the behavioral effects of waking and sleep on explicit motor-sequence learning that is
consistent across a wide range of tasks. These observations indicate that current theories of memory consolidation that have been formulated to
explain sleep-dependent performance enhancements are insufficient to explain the range of behavioral changes associated with sleep.

Introduction
The acquisition of a new skill initiates a process of memory for-
mation wherein the newly formed memory trace is consolidated
into a more stable and strengthened form. The consolidation of
memories is widely believed to benefit from sleep (see Walker,
2005; Diekelmann and Born, 2010 for reviews). Though evidence
from multiple domains has supported a role for sleep in mem-
ory processing, sleep-dependent consolidation has been stud-
ied most extensively using an explicit motor-sequence
learning paradigm. In this task, participants repeatedly type a
short sequence (e.g., 4-1-3-2-4), and the number of correctly
typed sequences improves significantly during training. Nu-
merous studies have reported that while task performance
remains stable across a 12 h waking retention period, signifi-
cant performance enhancements are observed after compara-
ble retention intervals that include sleep (e.g., Walker et al.,
2002, 2003; Korman et al., 2003; Fischer et al., 2005; Hoter-
mans et al., 2006; Korman et al., 2007).

The interpretation of these experiments, however, has re-
cently been challenged by observations indicating that the re-
ported postsleep performance enhancements are an artifact of
the study design (Rickard et al., 2008; Cai and Rickard, 2009). The
emergence of performance fatigue and reactive inhibition, which

is expressed as a worsening of performance within each 30 s trial,
were argued to impair performance during the training and post-
training test trials (Rickard et al., 2008). The training procedure
appeared to play a critical role in producing the appearance of
sleep-dependent enhancement because the sleep-enhancement
effect was eliminated when the experimental design was modified
to reduce task-dependent confounds. These results were interpreted
as indicating that sleep does not enhance motor performance and
have been used to question the existence of an active memory con-
solidation process unique to sleep (Rickard et al., 2008).

The effects of waking and sleep retention on motor-sequence
consolidation nonetheless remain unresolved. Though Rickard
et al. (2008) provided evidence that sleep does not enhance
motor-sequence learning, performance in the modified experi-
ment was not tested after waking retention. Thus, it is unclear
whether sleep had any effect on motor-sequence performance
because the skill level before sleep was unknown. In other learn-
ing experiments (albeit using different perceptual or sensorimo-
tor tasks) in humans and starlings, performance degraded across
a waking retention interval and then recovered after sleep (Fenn
et al., 2003; Brawn et al., 2008, 2010). Here we trained and tested
participants on the same motor-sequence learning task using
both the original (massed training) and modified (spaced train-
ing) experimental procedures. Additionally, participants were
tested after a 5 min rest period following the posttraining test (cf.
Hotermans et al., 2006) to further explore inhibition effects. The
results presented here provide a new, coherent account of the
behavioral effects of waking and sleep on explicit motor-
sequence learning, ultimately challenging existing models of
sleep-dependent consolidation.
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Materials and Methods
Participants
Right-handed, nonmusician, University of Chicago students (n � 85, 56
female) aged 18 to 30 (mean age � 20.5) provided written informed consent
and were financially compensated for participation. To maximize the accu-
racy of self-reporting, participants were not instructed on how to behave
while outside the lab. The data from 22 participants were not analyzed: one
did not complete the experiment, one dataset was erased due to a computer
error, two were left-handed, two consumed alcohol before training, and 16
took naps during the waking retention interval.

Motor sequence task
The sequential finger-tapping task entailed using the left (nondominant)
hand to type a five-element sequence (4-1-3-2-4) on a computer keyboard as
quickly and accurately as possible for the duration of each trial. The numeric
sequence was displayed on the screen during every trial. Each key press pro-
duced an “*” on the screen to indicate the key press had been recorded
without providing accuracy feedback. The experimental task was written in
Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997).

Experimental design
Participants were assigned to one of four experimental conditions (Table 1).
Each condition included a training session and two posttest sessions that
occurred 12 and 24 h after training. Morning sessions began between 8:30
and 9:30 A.M.; evening sessions began between 8:30 and 9:30 P.M. Half of
the participants were trained in the morning and half were trained in the
evening. Two groups (one morning and one evening) received massed train-
ing, wherein each trial lasted 30 s with 30 s of rest between trials. The other
two groups (one morning and one evening) received spaced training,
wherein each trial lasted 10 s with 30 s of rest between trials. The number of
trials was different for the massed and spaced conditions (Table 2), but the
total time spent typing the sequences was identical for each condition.

Performance measures
Completed sequences and error rate. Each correct five-element sequence
was extracted from the series of key presses within a trial to produce a
“sequence completed” score. Key presses not part of a correct sequence
were counted as errors, and the “error rate” score was calculated as the
ratio of errors to total key presses. Key presses that were part of a correct,
but incomplete, sequence at the end of a trial (e.g., 4-1-3) were included
in the total key-press count but not as errors or sequences completed. The
pretest consisted of the first 30 s trial for the massed conditions or the
average of the first three 10 s trials for the spaced conditions. The remain-
ing tests (posttraining, postrest, postretention test 1, and postretention
test 2) consisted of the average of two 30 s trials for the massed conditions
or the average of six 10 s trials for the spaced conditions.

Response times. The timing of every key press was recorded, and the aver-
age response time was calculated over 10 s intervals for each trial. For the
massed conditions, three response times were computed for every trial cor-
responding to the first, second, and third 10 s segment of the 30 s trial. For the
spaced conditions, each response time corresponded to a single 10 s trial. To
explore changes in response times over a single trial in the massed condi-
tions, a response time difference score was computed by subtracting the
response time of the first 10 s segment from the third 10 s segment. A similar
score was computed for the spaced conditions by subtracting the corre-
sponding 10 s segments (e.g., subtracting the response time of trial 1 from
trial 3).

Statistical analysis
Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with time-of-training (A.M. or
P.M.) and time (pretest, posttrain, postrest, posttest1, and posttest2)

factors were applied separately to the massed-training conditions and to
the spaced-training conditions to assess performance changes for num-
ber of sequences completed and error rate. Bonferroni-corrected post-
tests were used to evaluate differences between specific tests. Paired t tests
were used to detect changes in response time difference scores from the
posttraining test to the postrest test. Unpaired t tests were used to com-
pare changes in response time difference scores between the massed and
spaced conditions and to compare Stanford Sleepiness Scores for partic-
ipants who completed the experimental sessions in the morning or
evening. One-way ANOVA was used to check for differences in sleep
duration. All statistical analyses were computed using GraphPad Prism 5
(GraphPad Software).

Sleep data
Participants were allowed keep their normal sleep schedule and self-
recorded their sleep patterns for 5 d before the experiment. The amount
of sleep on the night of the study ranged from 6.8 � 1.3 h (mean � SD)
to 7.6 � 1.1 h across the conditions, and there were no significant differ-
ences in sleep duration. Participants completed the Stanford Sleepiness
Scale at each session, and there were no significant differences.

Results
Performance progression of massed and spaced conditions
To investigate the effects of waking and sleep retention on motor-
sequence performance following learning, participants were
trained and tested on an explicit motor-sequence finger-tapping

Table 1. Experimental design

Condition Training Retention 1 Posttest 1 Retention 2 Posttest 2

AM-massed (n � 15) 8:30 –9:30 A.M. 12 h wake 9:00 –9:30 P.M. 12 h sleep 9:00 –9:30 A.M.
PM-massed (n � 14) 8:30 –9:30 P.M. 12 h sleep 9:00 –9:30 A.M. 12 h wake 9:00 –9:30 P.M.
AM-spaced (n � 20) 8:30 –9:30 A.M. 12 h wake 9:00 –9:30 P.M. 12 h sleep 9:00 –9:30 A.M.
PM-spaced (n � 14) 8:30 –9:30 P.M. 12 h sleep 9:00 –9:30 A.M. 12 h wake 9:00 –9:30 P.M.

Table 2. Session procedure

Trial type Number of trials Trial duration

Massed-training procedure
Training session

Warm-up 1 10 s
Pretest 1 30 s
Training 9 30 s
Posttrain test 2 30 s
Rest period 1 5 min
Warm-up 1 10 s
Postrest test 2 30 s

Posttest session 1
Warm-up 1 10 s
Posttest 1 2 30 s

Posttest session 2
Warm-up 1 10 s
Posttest 2 2 30 s

Spaced-training procedure
Training session

Warm-up 1 10 s
Pretest 3 10 s
Training 27 10 s
Posttrain test 6 10 s
Rest period 1 5 min
Warm-up 1 10 s
Postrest test 6 10 s

Posttest session 1
Warm-up 1 10 s
Posttest 1 6 10 s

Posttest session 2
Warm-up 1 10 s
Posttest 2 6 10 s
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task. Participants were assigned to one of four conditions and
performance was measured before training (pretest) and then at
four posttest time points: at the end of training, after a 5 min rest
period, and at 12 and 24 h after training (Table 1). Both training
types (massed and spaced) produced significant differences for
number of sequences completed across the pretest and subse-
quent posttests (massed, F(4,108) � 101.30; spaced, F(4,128) �
144.40; p � 0.0001 for both). Neither training type displayed an
effect for time of training (massed, F(1,108) � 0.29, p � 0.59;
spaced, F(1,128) � 2.33, p � 0.13). The spaced-training conditions
showed a time by time-of-training interaction (F(4,128) � 2.80,
p � 0.05), though the massed-training conditions did not (F(4,108) �
1.80, p � 0.13). There were no significant error rate changes in
any condition ( p � 0.16 for all).

The massed-training conditions entailed training and testing
trials that lasted 30 s with 30 s of rest between each trial (cf.
Walker et al., 2002). In the A.M.-massed condition (Fig. 1A), the
number of sequences completed for each 30 s trial increased by
7.1 � 0.9 (mean � SEM) from the pretest to the posttraining test,
representing a significant improvement after training (t(108) �
7.48; p � 0.001). After a 5 min rest period, performance further
increased by a significant 3.9 � 0.7 sequences (t(108) � 4.13; p �
0.001). Performance subsequently decreased following a 12 h
waking retention interval by a significant 2.3 � 0.9 sequences
(t(108) � 2.38; p � 0.05) and then significantly improved by 2.3 �
0.6 sequences after a 12 h retention interval that included a night
of sleep (t(108) � 2.38; p � 0.05). For the P.M.-massed condition
(Fig. 1B), participants displayed a significant improvement of
8.2 � 1.1 sequences after training (t(108) � 8.29; p � 0.001). The
5 min rest period produced an additional significant increase of
3.3 � 0.8 sequences (t(108) � 3.37; p � 0.01). Performance re-
mained stable thereafter, increasing by only 0.7 � 0.4 sequences

after a night of sleep (t(108) � 0.69; p �
0.49) and by 0.4 � 0.7 sequences after a
full day awake (t(108) � 0.40; p � 0.69).

The spaced-training conditions en-
tailed training and testing trials that lasted
10 s with 30 s of rest between each trial (cf.
Rickard et al., 2008). In the A.M.-spaced
condition (Fig. 1C), the number of se-
quences completed in each 10 s trial in-
creased by 3.1 � 0.3 after training,
representing a significant performance
improvement (t(128) � 12.64; p � 0.001).
After a 5 min rest period, performance
showed a nonsignificant increase of 0.3 �
0.3 sequences (t(128) � 1.36; p � 0.17).
Performance subsequently decreased by a
significant 0.6 � 0.3 sequences over a 12 h
waking retention interval (t(128) � 2.38;
p � 0.05) and then significantly improved
by 0.9 � 0.2 sequences following sleep
(t(128) � 3.49; p � 0.01). For the P.M.-
spaced condition (Fig. 1D), participants
displayed a significant improvement of
3.4 � 0.3 sequences after training (t(128) �
11.61; p � 0.001). The 5 min rest period
produced a nonsignificant increase of
0.3 � 0.1 sequences (t(128) � 1.17; p �
0.24). Performance remained stable
thereafter, exhibiting a nonsignificant in-
crease of 0.3 � 0.2 sequences after sleep
(t(128) � 1.01; p � 0.31) and of 0.3 � 0.2

sequences after a full day awake (t(128) � 0.98; p � 0.33).

Reactive inhibition and the postrest
performance enhancement
The A.M.- and P.M.-massed conditions displayed significant
performance enhancements after a 5 min rest period following
the posttraining test, whereas neither spaced condition exhibited
an enhancement following the rest period. An analysis of the
key-press response times clarifies why the massed conditions
showed a postrest performance enhancement and the spaced
conditions did not. Inspection of response times for the A.M.-
massed condition (Fig. 2A) shows a clear pattern beginning with
the second training trial wherein response times get progressively
slower (i.e., reactive inhibition) during each 10 s segment of the
30 s trials. By the posttraining test, the response time difference
(see Materials and Methods) between the first and third 10 s
segments of the test trials was 51.8 � 9.1 ms. This pattern of
reactive inhibition was dramatically attenuated after the 5 min
rest period, where the response time difference for the postrest
test was 23.5 � 7.6 ms. The P.M.-massed condition exhibited a
similar pattern (Fig. 2B), where the response time difference was
reduced from 35.4 � 14.9 ms for the posttraining test to 19.8 �
6.1 ms for the postrest test. Together, the response time difference
for the massed conditions was reduced from 43.4 � 8.3 ms on the
posttraining trials to 21.6 � 4.7 ms on the postrest trials. This
indicates that each key press at the end of the postrest trials was on
average �22 ms faster than key presses at the end of the posttrain-
ing trials, demonstrating a significant response time improve-
ment after the rest period (t(28) � 2.43; p � 0.05).

In contrast, inspection of the A.M.-spaced condition (Fig. 2A)
shows a smooth progression of response times across training
and testing with no evidence of reactive inhibition. The response

Figure 1. Motor-sequence performance across test trials. Performance was measured as the number of correctly completed
sequences during the test trials. The completed-sequence scores for the spaced conditions (C, D) are approximately one-third of the
massed conditions (A, B) because the spaced-condition scores were averaged over 10 s trials rather than 30 s trials. A, A.M.
massed-training condition. B, P.M. massed-training condition. C, A.M. spaced-training condition. D, P.M. spaced-training condi-
tion. Data are the means � SEM (*p � 0.05; **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001).
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time difference in the A.M.-spaced condition was �4.4 � 6.2 ms
for the corresponding 10 s segments on the posttraining trials and
was �9.6 � 5.4 ms for the corresponding postrest trials. Likewise,
the response time difference for the P.M.-spaced condition (Fig.
2B) was �4.7 � 3.5 ms for the corresponding 10 s segments on
the posttraining trials and was �3.1 � 4.7 ms for the correspond-
ing postrest trials. Together, the spaced conditions exhibited a
change of 2.4 � 4.9 ms. This demonstrates that each key press at
the end of the postrest trials was only �2 ms faster than key
presses at the end of the posttraining trials. Thus, the 5 min rest
period did not produce a response time performance benefit
(t(33) � 0.49; p � 0.62). The improvement in response time dif-
ference scores was significantly greater for the massed conditions
than for the spaced conditions (t(61) � 1.98; p � 0.05).

Lack of circadian effects
Performance changes across the multiple test sessions could po-
tentially be explained by natural variation in motor performance
at different times of day rather than as the result of time spent
awake or asleep. However, there was no difference in the pretest
performance between the A.M.- and P.M.-massed conditions

(t(27) � 0.19; p � 0.85) or the A.M.- and P.M.-spaced conditions
(t(32) � 0.49; p � 0.68), indicating that time of day had no effect
on initial performance level. Moreover, there was no difference in
the amount of learning during the training session for the A.M.-
and P.M.-massed (t(27) � 0.72; p � 0.48) or A.M.- and P.M.-
spaced (t(32) � 0.65; p � 0.52) conditions, indicating that time of
training had no effect on the ability to learn motor sequences.
Accordingly, circadian factors on motor performance do not ex-
plain the present results.

Discussion
Patterns of explicit motor-sequence consolidation
We have demonstrated a pattern of memory consolidation that
challenges a substantial body of prior research on the effects of
waking and sleep on explicit motor-sequence learning. We found
that performance deteriorated significantly across the day and
then recovered after a night of sleep when participants were
trained in the morning. In contrast, performance remained stable
across both a night of sleep and subsequent waking when train-
ing occurred in the evening. Therefore, sleep restored motor-
sequence performance after it had deteriorated during a period of
wakefulness before sleep, and sleep stabilized the motor memory
against degradation during a subsequent day of wakefulness. Im-
portantly, sleep did not enhance motor-sequence learning be-
yond the performance level achieved after training. These results
differ from the extensively reported pattern of consolidation in
which motor-sequence learning is said to remain unchanged
across wakefulness but is enhanced after a night of sleep (e.g.,
Walker et al., 2002, 2003; Korman et al., 2003; Fischer et al., 2005;
Hotermans et al., 2006; Korman et al., 2007).

The difference between the current findings and previous re-
search stems from our inclusion of a test session 5 min after the
end of training. Hotermans et al. (2006) reported that perfor-
mance on this task was enhanced when participants were retested
after a 5 or 30 min rest period following the posttraining test. This
postrest enhancement was replicated in our A.M.- and P.M.-
massed conditions but not in the A.M.- or P.M.-spaced condi-
tions. An analysis of the key-press response times showed
substantial reactive inhibition in the massed conditions, similar
to that found by Rickard et al. (2008), which was significantly
attenuated after the 5 min rest period and coincided with a sig-
nificant performance enhancement. In contrast, the spaced con-
ditions, which completed shorter trials and received more rest
during the training session, did not show evidence of reactive
inhibition during training and, consequently, did not exhibit a
postrest enhancement. The cause of reactive inhibition in the
massed conditions is uncertain, as it could result from the accumu-
lation of fatigue, interference, or attentional factors. Nonetheless, it is
clear that reactive inhibition profoundly hinders motor-sequence
performance on the posttraining test, an effect that can be greatly
reduced with spaced training or a brief rest period before the post-
training test.

Accordingly, the postrest test is a more accurate indicator of
motor-sequence skill acquired during training than the post-
training test because the confounding effects of reactive inhibi-
tion are substantially reduced. We conclude that previous studies
significantly underestimated motor-sequence performance at the
end of training by relying on the posttraining test as a marker of
motor-sequence skill, resulting in the illusory pattern of stable
performance across wakefulness and enhancement after sleep.
Indeed, if the postrest test is ignored, the results from the A.M.-
and P.M.-massed conditions replicate the previously reported
pattern of wake-state stabilization and sleep-state enhancement.

Figure 2. Response times across trials. Each data point represents the mean response time
for each key press over a 10 s interval. For the spaced conditions, each data point corresponds to
the mean response time for each 10 s trial. For the massed conditions, each 30 s trial was
separated into three 10 s blocks. The data points are combined into triplets, where the massed
condition triplets correspond to the 30 s trials and the spaced triplets are matched for consis-
tency but represent independent trials. A, Response times for A.M.-massed and -spaced condi-
tions. B, Response times for P.M.-massed and -spaced conditions.
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Ultimately, the patterns of consolidation demonstrated here sug-
gest that an influential model of memory consolidation (Walker,
2005), which asserts that procedural memories experience a
time-dependent stabilization phase and a sleep-dependent en-
hancement phase, cannot adequately explain the performance
changes found after wakefulness and sleep in explicit motor-
sequence learning.

Implications for existing models of sleep-dependent
consolidation
The pattern of wake-state deterioration followed by sleep-state
recovery and stabilization is consistent with other sleep consoli-
dation studies, as the same result has been found for perceptual
learning of synthetic speech (Fenn et al., 2003) and sensorimotor
learning (Brawn et al., 2008). Moreover, although sleep has been
commonly reported to enhance visual texture discrimination
learning (e.g., Gais et al., 2000), it is plausible that texture dis-
crimination studies may suffer from task-structure confounds
that result in similar fatigue or reactive inhibition and could po-
tentially follow the pattern of consolidation demonstrated here.
Indeed, texture discrimination training and testing sessions entail
�1000 trials, and performance has been shown to deteriorate if
participants are retested multiple times during the day, implicat-
ing fatigue in the visual system as a critical factor in the reported
pattern of performance changes (Mednick et al., 2002). Addition-
ally, similar inhibition effects were recently discovered for motor
pursuit learning (Rieth et al., 2010), suggesting that confounding
inhibition effects may be common in procedural tasks. Collec-
tively, these studies further challenge the procedural memory
consolidation model defined by a time-dependent stabilization
and a sleep-dependent enhancement phase.

While our results confirm that sleep does not enhance motor-
sequence learning (cf. Rickard et al., 2008; Cai and Rickard,
2009), they also suggest active processes during sleep. During
the first 12 h retention period, performance in the A.M.-
training conditions deteriorated across wakefulness and per-
formance in the P.M.-training conditions remained unchanged
across sleep, which is consistent with a passive process of re-
duced interference during sleep (Wixted, 2004; Rickard et al.,
2008). However, there was also significant performance recov-
ery after sleep in the A.M.-training conditions. Similar to
other procedural tasks (Fenn et al., 2003; Brawn et al., 2008),
sleep restored performance lost over waking retention. Per-
haps access to memories acquired early in the day was blocked
by subsequent daytime activity (i.e., daytime formation of ad-
ditional memories), with access improving during sleep when
no additional memories were formed. This could be viewed as
a complex form of reduced interference. Alternatively, per-
haps some memories were lost during waking retention but
the remaining memories formed a trace sufficiently robust to
create new “memories” during sleep, and the new “memories”
helped to restore performance. These are distinctions that are
amenable to experimental disambiguation, but in either case,
they represent active sleep processes. Finally, sleep following
training prevented performance loss during subsequent wak-
ing retention. This process of consolidation may be distinct
from the process of performance restoration, but it cannot
be explained simply by a lack of interference; rather, it sug-
gests an active mechanism of sleep-dependent stabilization
(Korman et al., 2007).

Existing theories of memory consolidation do not fully ac-
count for the pattern of consolidation described here. The syn-
aptic homeostasis hypothesis (Tononi and Cirelli, 2006) only

partially explains the experimental results. The performance de-
terioration over waking retention in the A.M.-training condi-
tions could result from a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio due to
synaptic potentiation during the day. Synaptic downscaling dur-
ing sleep could then increase the signal-to-noise ratio, producing
postsleep performance recovery. Yet, synaptic downscaling
should also increase the signal-to-noise ratio and produce
postsleep performance improvements in the P.M.-training con-
ditions, and this did not occur. Likewise, neural reactivation, a
process whereby patterns of neural activity that are expressed
during waking behaviors are replayed during subsequent sleep, is
commonly thought to underlie sleep-dependent consolidation
(Diekelmann and Born, 2010). Reactivation could act as an off-
line period of rehearsal, enabling the synaptic strengthening of
newly formed memory traces. However, this would not explain
why the A.M.-training conditions exhibited a significant perfor-
mance change across sleep but the P.M.-training conditions did
not. If sleep-dependent consolidation is achieved through
reactivation-induced synaptic strengthening (i.e., synaptic con-
solidation), performance after sleep should be significantly better
than performance during the previous evening, regardless of
when learning occurred during the day. The present results, how-
ever, could be compatible with active systems consolidation the-
ory, which argues that reactivation is involved in transferring new
memory traces from temporary to long-term storage during sleep
(Diekelmann and Born, 2010). Though systems consolidation,
via reactivation-induced memory transfer, has generally been ap-
plied to hippocampus-dependent memory, it could be relevant
for nondeclarative tasks like motor-sequence learning, which has
been shown to undergo systems-level changes following sleep
(Fischer et al., 2005), and is potentially consistent with a pattern
of sleep-dependent recovery and stabilization.

Overall, the present results demonstrate that explicit
motor-sequence learning, which has been the paradigmatic
example of sleep-dependent enhancement, is not enhanced by
sleep but rather follows a pattern of deterioration over waking
retention before sleep and recovery and stabilization of per-
formance as a result of sleep. This pattern of consolidation
challenges the claims of a sleep-enhancement effect and indi-
cates the need for modification of existing models of sleep-
dependent consolidation.
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